A Frozen Land

When the days were short, the nights long, and
the wind was howling outside the door, what was
life like for families?

Are you ready to travel back 200 years to find out what life was like
in the winter? Let’s go!

Our first stop is the Bamberger house.

BUILDING BACKGROUND
• This house was home to
the Bamberger family
between 1808 and 1910.
• On July 9, 1993, the house,
thought to be Hamilton’s
oldest home, was moved to
Westfield.
• It was split into two pieces
between the floors so it
could be moved.

• In the days before electricity and all our
modern gadgets, there was much work to
be done every day in an early settler’s
home.

• Everyone, including children, had daily tasks
to complete to help run the household.
• There were some jobs that were left for the
winter months when there was less work to
do outdoors in the fields and gardens.
• Winter jobs included things like sewing and
repairing clothing, canning and preserving
foods, making and repairing tools and farm
equipment, and splitting firewood.

• Families spent more time indoors
in the winter months and so
children found activities for
indoors to pass the time.
• Their toys were very basic and
they usually made them
themselves out of wood or
materials found in nature.
• Simple homemade games,
including Cat's Cradle and Button
Spinners, were very popular with
children 200 years ago.

Button spinners, or whirligigs, are simple spinning toys whereby
two looped ends of twisting thread are pulled with both arms,
causing the button to spin.

HOW TO MAKE A BUTTON SPINNER

SUPPLIES
NEEDED
• String
• Large Button
• Scissor

1. Cut a piece of string 90 cm long.
2. Thread the string through two of the
buttonholes. If the button has four
holes, place string though diagonal
holes.
3. Tie the two loose ends of the string
together with a knot.
4. Make finger loops at each end by tying
another knot near the end of the string
large enough for a finger.
TIME TO PLAY!

1. Place the button in the middle of the
string.
2. Place a finger from each hand into the
finger loops.
3. Spin the button around in a circle to
twist the string.
4. After twisted, pull the string apart for a
second, then release the pressure. The
string will twist back on itself. Pull the
sting again to keep it spinning.
5. Continue this in and out motion.

Do you hear that? It is the school bell! Hurry, don’t be late.

BUILDING BACKGROUND

• Westfield’s school comes from a little
place called Cathcart and was built in
1845.
• Once the building became too small
to house all the students in the
area, it was turned into a family
home.
• The family added three bedrooms, a
living room, a kitchen and a pantry to
the original building.

• After building a shelter for their family, early
settler parents, 200 years ago, wanted their
children to go to school to learn to read,
write and do arithmetic (math).
• However, many parents still only sent their
children to school when they were not
needed to help with the work on the farm.
• Children’s attendance at school varied
seasonally.

• Since there was less work to do on the farm
and in the home during the winter season
more students were able to attend school
during those months.

• Students, 200 hundred years
ago, would have walked to
school in all kinds of weather
including snowstorms.
• The snow would have been
deep at times so their walk
may have taken a long time,
sometimes an hour or more.

• Recess time, however in the
winter, was a time for
the children to build snowmen,
have snowball fights, build
snow forts and make snow
angels, among other fun
activities.

• Not all learning took place in a school. For
example, First Nations’ education took place in
everyday tasks and through storytelling.

• Storytelling brought people together to share a
past, to instruct, teach values and beliefs across
generations.
• Here is one example of how some First Nation
children may have learned:
• When they were young, they would watch
how a fire was built and would be
responsible for gathering wood from the
forest to build the fire.

•Community members would tell the children
stories about the trees, the name of each
species, and what the different woods could
be used for.
•The child was also told how each tree
came into being, how to give thanks and the
responsibilities of the people in the forest.

•As the child got older, they would take on
more responsibility within the community like
cutting wood and eventually building the fire
for cooking and ceremonies.

DID YOU KNOW?

• Snowflakes are formed when water vapor freezes to a bit of dust or other matter
in the clouds.
• As this tiny piece of ice moves through the clouds, more water vapor freezes to it.
• Eventually a snowflake forms and becomes heavy enough to fall from the clouds
to the earth.
• All snowflakes are hexagons, which is a six-sided structure.

hexagon

To capture snowflakes to look at, you will need the following:
• A snowy, cold, winter day
• A dark coloured piece of foam board or construction paper
• A magnifying glass if you have one, otherwise your own eyes will do.

Then you will want to:
• Get dressed in your warm winter clothes and go outside.
• Place the dark paper or foam board outside, but not in the snow, for 15 – 20
minutes, or until snowflakes can land on it and not melt immediately.
When the paper is cold enough:
• Place the paper on a level surface.
• Hold it carefully where snowflakes can fall on it.
• Look closely at the collected snowflakes, quickly before they disappear.

HOW MANY DIFFERENT SHAPES DID YOU SEE?

ACHOO! Oh no! I think you might have a cold. Let’s head over to the Drug Store.

BUILDING BACKGROUND

• Dr. Beattie opened this medical
office and drug store in 1870.
• He provided both medical care
and remedies for the local
community.
• The beautiful stained-glass
window of the shop shows a
mortar and pestle.

• 200 years ago, doctors were only called to care
for a person if they were very ill. Doctors were
expensive so most people were unable to afford
their services.
• Many early settlers learned how to treat things
like colds, stomachs aches, stuffy noses, and
earaches from the local Indigenous peoples.

• First Nations healers used many methods to cure
the sick and injured, including natural
ingredients like plants and herbs.
• These healers knew which herbs would lessen
illness, how to set broken bones, dress wounds,
and perform some kinds of surgeries.

Witch Hazel
Indigenous people used
the inner bark, leaves,
and twigs for sore eyes,
to treat skin ulcers,
sores, tumors, back
problems, colds and
coughs.

Lobelia
This was one of the
more valuable
medicinal plants of First
Nations. It was used to
treat asthma,
bronchitis, sore throats,
coughs, fevers.

Sage
The smoke from burning
leaves is used in
Indigenous ceremonial
smudges. Leaves can also
be boiled or eaten
to relieve stomachaches,
coughing, vomiting and
diarrhea. It could also be
applied to cuts, scrapes and
other skin problems to fight
infection.

Wild Licorice
When made into a tea First
Nation peoples used this
to treat stomachaches,
diarrhea, fevers and
arthritis. When the root
is chewed and then held in
the mouth it
relieves toothaches.

Mortar and pestle have been used since
ancient times to prepare ingredients by
crushing and grinding them into a fine paste or
powder. This was an important tool in the Drug
Store.
The mortar is a bowl, typically made of hard
wood, metal, ceramic, or hard stone.
The pestle is a heavy and dull club-shaped
object.

The substance to be ground, which may be wet
or dry, is placed in the mortar, and the pestle is
pressed and rotated onto it until the desired
texture is achieved.

Unscramble the parts of a flower and a tree to label these pictures.
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Our last stop is at the Inn where there is a cozy fire blazing in the hearth!

•

BUILDING BACKGROUND

This inn was built over 200 years ago and at one
time served as a stagecoach stop.

• It was dismantled and brought to Westfield in
pieces and then rebuilt in its current location.

• An inn in the early 1800's was a welcome place
for rest and food during a long winter journey.
• Cozying up to a warm fire would have been a
perfect end to a long day of travel.

• Winter was the best time of year for early
settler families to travel as there was less work
to be done on the farm.
• Many of the first roads used by early settlers
were based on trails that Indigenous peoples
were using for hundreds of years.

• When the settlers arrived in Upper Canada,
they required a great deal of help to be able
to live in their new home. Many settlers came
from places in the world that were not as cold
and snowy as Upper Canada.
• Indigenous peoples and early settlers learned
quickly how much they could learn from
each other.

• Indigenous people knew best how to travel in winter conditions.
• They showed the early settlers how to use snowshoes. These large “shoes” were made
by forming a frame from wood and weaving animal hide into the center, making a strong
net. The frames were tied to boots with leather straps.
• These snowshoes helped spread a person's weight over a great area, meaning that
they would not sink as easily into the snow.
• Indigenous people also showed the settlers how to make and use toboggans. At the
time of early settlement, toboggans were necessary for transporting supplies in the
snow.

• In the winter it was easier to travel with runners, instead of
wheels on a carriage or wagon, as runners move over the snow
more easily.
• Fur was an important resource for keeping warm during
wintertime travel.
• Fur blankets and clothes such as moccasins, parkas and fur hats
were must haves.

Complete the crossword using word from the past few pages.

Word List

winter
runners
carriage
fur
moccasins
snowshoes
taboggan
travel

How did you do?

It's a perfect winter day out
there. Let's get on all our warm
winter wear and get outdoors?

Have fun and
see you soon!

